Chinese text segmentation is a well-known and difficult problem. On one side, there is not a simple notion of "word" in Chinese language making really hard to implement rule-based systems to segment written texts, thus lexicons and statistical information are usually employed to achieve such a task. On the other side, any piece of Chinese text usually includes segments present neither in the lexicons nor in the training data. Even worse, such unseen sequences can be segmented into a number of totally unrelated words making later processing phases difficult. For instance, using a lexicon-based system the sequence 巴罗佐 (Baluozuo, Barroso, current president-designate of the European Commission) can be segmented into 巴 (ba, to hope, to wish) and 罗佐 (luozuo, an undefined word) changing completely the meaning of the sentence. A new and extremely simple algorithm specially suited to work over short Chinese documents is introduced. This new algorithm performs text "self-segmentation" producing results comparable to those achieved by native speakers without using either lexicons or any statistical information beyond the obtained from the input text. Furthermore, it is really robust for finding new "words", especially proper nouns, and it is well suited to build lexicons from scratch. Some preliminary results are provided in addition to examples of its employment.
Introduction
Chinese texts are written without any kind of "separator" apart from punctuation marks. This, of course, is not a problem for any human skilled in Chinese reading but remains a challenge for NLP systems. Thus, text segmentation, that is, the process of inserting "spaces" between Chinese "words" is a common previous stage for several tasks, for instance machine translation or information retrieval. However, such segmentation problem is not an easy one since there is not a simple notion of "word" in Chinese language. This makes really hard the development of rule-based systems for Chinese segmentation and therefore two main approaches are commonly followed, namely, lexicon-and statistical-based methods.
Lexicon-based systems rely mainly on pre-built sets of Chinese entries and employ that information along with some heuristics in order to segment the input texts, e.g. Chen and Liu (1992) . Main limitation of such systems lies on the fact that a lexicon containing any conceivable Chinese segment is unfeasible since new "words" (proper nouns, brands or neologisms) are continuously coined. On the other side, statistical-based systems "distill" information from training data to help finding the most likely "break points", e.g. Sproat and Shih (1990) , Maosong et al. (1998) or Fu and Luke (2003) . Hybrid approaches combining machine-learning and lexicon knowledge have also been proposed, for instance by Sproat et al. (1996) So, Chinese text segmentation is by no means a closed problem and there is still room for improvement and new proposals. In this paper the so-called self-segmentation algorithm is introduced. This new method can also be considered a hybrid one since it uses both statistical information and lexicon knowledge; however, the lexicon is not built in advance but after processing the input data and the statistical information is not previously obtained by training on external corpora but just from the input text. Because of this, while "classical" Chinese segmenters can work on a few characters the self-segmentation algorithm can only be fully exploited by applying it to short documents (i.e. a few hundred characters). Thus, main application of this new algorithm is not text segmentation but "from-scratch" lexicon building since it performs quite robustly and finds equally easily both common Chinese words and rare entries such as phonetic spellings of non-Chinese proper nouns.
<<PUT FIGURE 1 HERE>> Fig. 1 . Chinese text must be split before being submitted to self-segmentation algorithm.
This preprocessed text is submitted to the self-segmentation algorithm which processes it in sequential stages. First, it finds every n-gram (n>2) appearing in the text twice or more times storing both the n-gram and its count. Secondly, for each chunk from the input data it finds every n-gram appearing within the chunk, the so-called "candidate" n-grams. Once all the candidates for a chunk have been found they are "tested" in decreasing length and appearance order (e.g. 巴罗佐 is checked before 巴罗). The test for each n-gram is very simple, if counts for both constituent (n-1)-grams are strictly bigger than the n-gram count then such n-gram candidate is "unacceptable" otherwise the (n-1)-grams are the "unacceptable" ones. When all the candidates have been tested and a list of acceptable n-grams has been found the algorithm goes through that list in decreasing length and count order introducing spaces before and after each acceptable n-gram found within the chunk (see Fig. 2) <<PUT FIGURE 2 HERE>> Fig. 2 . A piece of Chinese text is "self-segmented" using information from its original document. 斯特劳 (Sītèlaó) does not appear in the CEDICT dictionary, it is a phonetic spelling of the proper noun Straw (current UK Foreign Secretary).
During this later stage every segment found within the chunks is added to a "pre-lexicon" if the segment appears twice or more times in the whole segmented text. This pre-lexicon is used afterwards to segment again each chunk. This process is analogous to the one applied with acceptable n-grams, that is, traversing the lexicon in decreasing length and count order. This new segmentation phase can also introduce new entries to the lexicon. Thus, the final output of this algorithm includes both a segmented Chinese document and a tentative lexicon. Some preliminary results are provided below. It must be said, however, that by its own nature this algorithm does not always provide valid segments according to Wu's Monotonicity Principle (Wu, 1998) and that the built lexicons, although quite accurate, usually include not only "words" but also complex sentences. A way to overcome these problems is discussed later while the self-segmentation algorithm is provided in the Appendix.
Preliminary results
Thorough testing of this algorithm over standardized corpora is needed but preliminary results are highly encouraging. Applied over five web pages 1 from the Chinese version of BBC News website it has been found that (in average): (1) around 70% of the entries within the tentative lexicons appear in the CEDICT 2 lexicon, (2) around 83% of the lexicon entries actually appearing within the news items also appear in the CEDICT, and (3) at least 37% of the lexicon entries from the news items are correctly segmented since their translations occur literally in the English versions of the original web pages. Table 1 provides more details about these  claims while Table 2 shows some entries from the tentative lexicons built for those short documents and Figure 3 includes some selected sentences (headlines, leads and captions) comparing their self-segmentation with results produced by native speakers. Table 1 . Whole text from five web pages was self-segmented. These are the number of entries from the web pages that appear in CEDICT dictionary, the number of entries which are actually from the news items and appear in CEDICT and the number of literal translations of Chinese segments into English words that appear in the English version of the same news items. Fig. 3 . Some headlines, leads and captions self-segmented within previous web pages. The algorithm results are compared with human-made segmentations. Matches between both ones are noteworthy, specially taking into account that the text used by the algorithm is so scarce (around 800 characters each document).
<<PUT TABLE 1 HERE>>

Discussion
As it can be seen from above preliminary results the segmentation achieved by this new algorithm is similar to that produced by human beings. In contrast to state-of-the-art segmenters, which rely on lexicons and statistical information extracted from external corpora, the proposed algorithm simply uses measures obtained from the input text and not only does not employ external lexicons but can be used to build Chinese lexicons from scratch. Nevertheless, by using short Chinese documents some sentences are not totally segmented and thus some entries from the built lexicons are not "words" but complex statements.
In order to apply this algorithm to develop an accurate Chinese lexicon such issues can be overcome by finding (e.g. using search engines) unseen documents containing one or more "promising" 3 entries from the tentative lexicon. This new documents can be self-segmented obtaining reinforcement for some entries within the lexicon in addition to new entries. Table 3 shows some reinforced and new lexicon entries obtained from a USENET post reached by using the keyword 阿拉法特 (Ālafaťè, Arafat). 
<<PUT TABLE 3 HERE>>
Conclusion
An extremely simple algorithm to perform self-segmentation of Chinese documents has been described. This algorithm does not use either external lexicons or statistical information apart from the input data. Nevertheless, it provides segmentation results comparable to those achieved by native speakers and, in addition to this, rather accurate lexicon entries. Such algorithm can be applied to build Chinese lexicons from scratch beginning with some seed documents and relying on search engines to find new unseen but related documents which will provide reinforcement for some of the entries besides increasing the lexicon size with new entries. The algorithm could also be applied by other segmentation techniques as a preprocessing stage since it is quite robust when facing proper nouns.
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